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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The FINE 1 project aims to reduce operational costs of railway vehicles by a reduction of energy
use and noise related to rail traffic. The project is divided into eight technical work packages
(WPs), from which WP5 to WP9 address noise objectives.
Among the various noise objectives, the project aims at developing practical methods for
predicting noise and vibration performance on system level including both rolling stock,
infrastructure and its environment. Specifically, the scope of WP7 is dedicated to develop
methodologies for efficient and accurate interior noise predictions including a modular
framework to handle sources, transmission paths and results from existing simulation tools. The
methodology should account for acoustic excitation mechanisms of importance for typical rail
applications and be suited to analyse interior noise in present and anticipated future design
concepts, including those developed within Shift2Rrail.
The purpose of this deliverable is to present a review of the state of the art for industrial interior
noise predictions.
A literature review is conducted to give an overview of interior noise prediction methods used
not only in the railway industry but also in other sectors such as the automotive and aerospace
industry. Moreover, the content and findings from recent research projects on railway noise
prediction are briefly reviewed.
In addition, current modelling methods used by the industrial partners are reviewed and
assessed. Different approaches are used depending on the transmission path; airborne or
structure-borne noise. Thus, methods used to solve each transmission path are presented
separately. Their feasibility and applicability during the design cycle as well as calculation cost
are analysed. Strengths and weaknesses of the different methods are highlighted based on
partners experience and possible improvements are presented, which will be tackle in the
following WP7 tasks.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
ABN

Airborne noise

BEM

Boundary element method

CAA

Computational Aero Acoustics

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

FE(M)

Finite element (method)

FM (BEM)

Fast Multipole BEM

IL

Insertion loss

NVH

Noise Vibration Harshness

OP

Option

PML

Perfectly Matched Layer

SBN

Structure-borne noise

SEA

Statistical energy analysis

SPL

Sound pressure level

SWL

Sound power level

TL

Transmission loss

TPA

Transfer Path Analysis
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
ρ

Air density

c

Air speed of sound

p

Sound pressure

ps

Source room sound pressure

pr

Receiving room sound pressure

W

Sound power

Wi

Incident sound power

Wt

Transmitted sound power

Lpr

Receiving room sound pressure level

Lps

Source room sound pressure level

LIr

Sound intensity level transmitted through a surface

Sm

Measuring surface

S

Test specimen area

Tr

Receiving room reverberation time

Vr

Receiving room volume

Ar

Room equivalent absorption area

FB

Blocked force

Y ETB

Mobility of the equipment mounted on the test bench

v ETB

Operational vibration level of the equipment on the test bench
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of WP7 is to develop methodologies for efficient and accurate predictions of
interior noise, including a modular framework to handle sources, transmission paths and results
from existing simulation tools. As the first WP7 task, the purpose of this deliverable is the review
of state of the art for industrial interior noise prediction in order to identify strengths and
weaknesses of current noise prediction methods and areas for further improvements.
The acoustic design for low interior noise targets requires prediction methodologies to meet,
from the earliest design phases, the specific needs in the industry together with high quality
comfort levels for passengers. In the rolling stock industry, the interior noise prediction methods
need to be compatible with the design cycle in terms of feasibility and applicability as long as
there is not a unique prediction method to use for all aspects of the interior noise prediction
process.
In section 2 a literature review is provided of previous noise prediction research done in the
railway sector as well as the automotive and aerospace industry, in order to identify different
methods and conclusions that could improve the industrial prediction process. To give some
examples, the airborne source characterisation method defined in EU- funded Acoutrain project
could be considered for the interior noise modelling; numerical methods studied in MIDMOD
project for the industry sector are assessed for railway application; and car and aerospace
industry method similarities and differences are highlighted.
As interior noise levels are the result of airborne and structure borne contributions they need to
be assessed separately. Besides, different frequency ranges need different calculation
approaches and each company have developed specific processes including commercial and/or
in-house tools. In order to have a general overview, section 3 provides the review and
assessment of the current interior noise modelling methods used by the rolling stock
manufacturers involved in FINE 1 (CAF, ALSTOM, BOMBARDIER and TALGO).
The first step is to structure the interior noise prediction as a modular framework allowing to
control the overall vehicle performance by breaking it down to subsystem level. Then, acoustic
sources and its operating conditions distributed along the vehicle with different physical origin
are defined and characterised. Transfer path analysis and interior distribution is tackled
separately to airborne and structure-borne paths applying different methods based on empirical,
numerical or statistical approaches. The state of the art prediction methods are frequency
domain models, mostly in 1/3 octave bands (although for low frequency range narrow-band may
also be needed), in order to find a compromise between availability, practicality and accuracy,
and also because the results can be compared directly with vehicle noise level requirements.
Once the current modelling methods are described and a common structure for the
methodology is defined (Table 2 and Table 3), the strengths, weaknesses and possible
improvements for both airborne and structure-borne noise methods are highlighted (section
3.1.6 and 3.2.7), in order to be considered in the next tasks of WP7. This is detailed in section 4.
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Furthermore, a general link exists with WP6, which deals with traffic scenarios and a close link
with WP8, which focusses on source modelling for interior and exterior noise predictions. This
means that an accurate characterization of each contributing source would allow the
optimization of cost benefit traffic scenarios as well as to take noise exposure and comfort into
account.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The intention of this literature review is to give an overview of interior noise prediction methods
used in the railway industry and in other sectors like automotive and aerospace industry.
Moreover, the content and findings from recent research projects on railway noise prediction are
reviewed briefly.

2.1 RAILWAY INDUSTRY – PREVIOUS PROJECTS
& PUBLICATIONS
2.1.1 ACOUTRAIN - Virtual certification of acoustic performance for freight
and passenger trains
The EU-funded research project ACOUTRAIN focused on a development of a virtual
certification procedure for acoustics with respect to the fulfilment of TSI NOI requirements for
exterior noise. Therefore, different topics were investigated within this project dealing with
source characterization (rolling noise and other sources), the development of a prediction tool
for exterior noise and some validation work.
Some basic facts are listed below:


European code: FP7-284877



Project execution: 2011-2014



Partners: Partners were Alstom Transport, Bombardier Transportation, Société
nationale des chemins de fer français (SNCF), Deutsche Bahn AG, University of
Southhampton - Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, Netherlands Organisation
for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), Vibratec, Talgo, KTH Royal Institute of
Technology in Stockholm, Cidaut, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, ABB and D2S International.
The coordination was done by UNIFE. In contrast to FINE1 the ACOUTRAIN project
focused on exterior noise prediction. The aim was to make a step forward for the
possibility of virtual certification for noise [1].

In order to get acceptance for a virtual certification process, it is needed to have transparent and
validated prediction tools including a certification procedure for new tools, standardized and
reliable input data for sources and boundary conditions.
Although the focus was on exterior noise, some aspects of the findings in ACOUTRAIN are
directly relevant and useful for the FINE1 project:
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Airborne source characterization: Directivity can be of major importance for typical
railway sources like e.g. traction motor cooling units or HVAC systems and has to be
taken into account properly in the source characterization and prediction process [2].



Simplified source models based on a combination of monopoles are proposed and
compared to test data. Alternatively, box models with sound power levels attributed to
each surface are proposed to integrate directivity of the sources in a simplified way [1],



The effects of source integration on the vehicle have to be taken properly into account,
e.g. by comparing test results from system type tests with operation on the vehicle [1].



The procedures for the assessment of source data and data handling should be
specified and need to be controlled properly [4].



Uncertainty handling is of major importance for virtual certification as the virtual
certification should be as reliable as certification based on full vehicle testing [3].

With respect to the FINE1 project, it should be checked if the proposed source characterization
methods for exterior noise can be adopted / transferred directly also for interior noise modelling
and how this method could be used to extend it to interior noise predictions.
Some details on the proposed source characterization process for source power, directivity and
integration effects can be found in section 5.2 of reference [5]. In brief, it is recommended to
check first if significant directivity of a source is present. If needed, directivity shall be measured
in a simplified way in conjunction with sound power measurements based on reference
standards such as ISO 3744 [6] and ISO 9614-1/2 ([7], [8]) and post-processed to get “power
per face” additionally to global sound power level. As the installation used in the test situation
(e.g. source in free space or on reflecting ground) has an effect on the potential resolution of
directivity per face, this has to be taken into account in the system test planning and execution.
For roof-mounted sources it is recommended to measure as installed in the vehicle, i.e. at roof
height over a reflecting ground.

2.1.2 MID-MOD (Mid-frequency vibroacoustic modelling tools / Innovative
CAE methodologies to strengthen European competitiveness)
The intention of the MID-MOD project was to develop tools for prediction of mid-frequency noise
and vibration problems in the transport sector (railway, truck and automotive). The aim was to
increase knowledge and competitiveness in the EU in order to realize quiet and comfortable
road vehicles.


Project code: FP7 – 218508



Project execution: 2009-2011



Partners: Volvo Technology AB, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,Volkswagen AG,
Centro Ricerche Fiat S.C.p.A., LMS LMS International nv, Università degli Studi di
Firenze, University of Southampton, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, IKA, Rheinisch-
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Westfälische Technische Hochschule Aachen, Politechnika Warszawska, Bombardier
Transportation, Virtuelles Fahrzeug
The main findings relevant for interior noise predictions in railway vehicles are summarized in
[9]. Different methods were applied in the project to some example applications.
The aim of the Mid-Mod project was to bridge the gap between deterministic methods at low
frequencies and statistical methods at high frequencies. Therefore, the extension of
deterministic methods to higher frequencies and the extension of statistical methods to lower
frequencies was studied.
Limitations of the current prediction methods are discussed and desired capabilities of the new
mid frequency methods are specified.
The focus in Mid-Mod was on modelling of sound transmission through structures. Source
characterization was not explicitly investigated in this project.
The desired capabilities are defined in the following way [9]:


Accuracy: TL prediction within +/- 3 dB in each 1/3 octave band, +/- 1 dB on overall TL.
Frequency band up to 4 kHz are targeted, for structural and aeroacoustic excitation up
to 1 kHz only. Beside the absolute prediction accuracy the methods shall be capable to
predict design changes.



Modelling efforts: “The engineering time needed to either create new models, or
process existing 3-D models, for the purposes of the method application should be
reasonable. Not more than 1-2 person days should be needed for a 3 m vehicle section
model, less time for smaller models.”



Computational needs: Computation times should not be excessive. It is stated that
overnight calculations are acceptable for large models. Slightly longer calculations can
be acceptable to derive a basis set and do design change calculations afterwards in a
quicker way. For optimization calculation times should be less to enable calculations of
a large number of variations within acceptable time frames. Hardware requirements
should stay reasonable; preferably standard premium office hardware should be used.



Compatibility. “It is preferable if tools developed based on a candidate method can
provide interfaces with standard 3-D modelling formats (STEP, IGES, BDF etc.).”

An overview of the advantages and disadvantages of the investigated prediction methods with
respect to rail vehicles predictions is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Assessment of numerical methods investigated in Mid-Mod project for rail
vehicle applications [9].
The methods investigated and assessed in Mid-Mod should be considered for the work in
FINE1 for the subsystem integrations. Some of the methods are still in development stage and
are used only on a university research level yet, e.g. waveguide FE and Wave and fine element
method. Hence, application in an industrial context seems to be premature. Nonetheless, some
features of these methods are very promising and the development should be monitored for
potential future applications.

2.1.3 Railway vehicle publications
Some publications on interior noise prediction using different approaches are available in
literature and are summarized in this section.

SEA based approaches
Overall interior noise prediction tools for railway vehicles used in the development process can
be based on statistical energy analysis (SEA) combined with empirical and analytical
approaches, see e.g. [10],[11],[12],[13]. The vehicle interior is subdivided into a number of
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cavities with defined interior absorption. The power inputs through the different transmission
elements like floor, sidewall, roof, windows are calculated using the deduced exterior sound
pressure levels. The transmission losses of the elements and the energy balance is finally
established and solved for the mean cavity sound pressure levels. These calculations are
commonly done in 1/3 octave bands. The advantages are that the method can be easily
combined and validated with results from system and transmission loss tests, modelling effort is
limited and computation costs are very low. Disadvantages are related to the limitations of the
SEA methods for lower frequencies, the correct implementation of the coupling loss factors and
the general restriction that only average results (in frequency and space) neglecting modal
effects can be taken into account. Moreover, detailed geometric effects are neglected in the
prediction process.

Hybrid approaches (FE / SEA)
Most of the recent publications on interior noise predictions in railway vehicles concentrate on
the potentials of hybrid modelling using a combination of finite element modelling in combination
with statistical energy analysis. The commercial tool implementing this approach is ESI VA One,
where the SEA parts are based on the former AutoSEA tool. The theoretical background is
published by Shorter and Langley in [14],[15].
The advantage of using the hybrid FE-SEA approach is that the applicability and reliability of
SEA can be extended to cover additionally the low frequency range, where modal density is low
and deterministic models are needed to capture the detailed structural acoustic behaviour. In
general, systems with low modal density can be modelled as FE subsystems, whereas parts
with high modal densities can be treated as SEA subsystems. For railway vehicle modelling the
challenge is the proper subdivision in FE and SEA subsystems. In case big FE subsystems are
included, calculation times can become significant for full railway vehicle models. Hence, many
publications deal with subsystem modelling (e.g. [16],[17]) or restrict the interior noise prediction
e.g. to the cab area only [18],[19]. Results of full rail vehicle models using hybrid FE-SEA are
presented in [20] and [21].

Raytracing/Beamtracing approaches
Some interior noise prediction includes in the prediction process ray- or beamtracing. These
calculation methods are well established in room acoustics for evaluations of room acoustic
parameters, speech intelligibility or performance calculations of electroacoustic systems.
The interior noise prediction approach published in [22] uses beamtracing where narrow-banded
transfer functions are calculated from source to receiver positions. The process implemented for
the complete interior noise prediction scheme applied is sketched in conjunction with some
validations.

Numerical approaches (FEM/BEM)
Pure numerical approaches using FEM / BEM are rarely used for full railway car predictions due
to the huge modelling and calculation effort involved. The current FEM/BEM state of the art for
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general vehicle noise prediction is sketched in [25]. With respect to railway applications, the
publications focus on subsystem investigations, e.g. floor [22],[24] and cab noise including
aeroacoustic excitation based on CFD results for the low frequency regime [27].

Empirical approaches
Some interior noise prediction methods rely mainly on generalized test results, e.g. [28]. The
main drawback is that it is difficult to integrate the effect of design changes in the model in case
someone intends to implement new solutions. Moreover, a big amount of reliable test data
needs to be available and readily implemented in an empirical model in order to have an
acceptable variety in the needed parameter space. Hence, for general applications including
new vehicle developments, these approaches are not sufficient for the rail vehicle industry
nowadays.

2.2 CAR INDUSTRY
2.2.1 General
Interior noise predictions in the car (automotive) industry are handled in different ways. Although
a lot of effort was spent in the last years to increase the reliability of interior noise predictions in
the car industry, a lot of NVH design work is still done with acoustic prototyping in this industry
sector. Business needs are different from the rail industry as it is common to rely on prototype
measurements and optimizations in the design process of automobiles whereas prototypes are
rarely used in railway industry due to the huge costs related and the strict project timelines.
Whereas in the car industry the end customer has no direct influence on the acoustics apart
from choosing between different packages or models, the railway operator as a customer
specifies the acoustic performance for the ordered trains. Moreover, due to the number of units
produced in the car industry, much more effort is spent on verifying and optimizing the serial
solution before the final serial production starts.
The interior noise prediction process in the car industry is based on numerical, statistical or
hybrid methods depending on the frequency range.

2.2.2 Frequency domain models
Interior noise predictions in the car and truck industry are mainly done in the frequency domain.
In principal, the same methods as described in the railway industry section can be used for car
interior noise predictions. Although the car is significantly smaller than a rail vehicle, full
numerical models (FEM/BEM) of a car are used only in a limited low frequency range. Even for
a car modelling and calculation effort is too high to cover the complete relevant frequency
range.
A review of general calculation approaches is included in [29]. Moreover, the paper shows some
general comparisons for a simplified car model, named “QUASICAR”.
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A lot of publications deal also with wind noise simulation and the resulting impact on interior
noise. A benchmark study using different CFD and vibroacoustic solvers is published in [30].
Results of pure numerical investigations having millions of degrees of freedom based on
FEM/BEM are shown in [31] for the frequency range up to 200 Hz. Newer publications deal with
the development of more efficient solvers and methods like Fast Multipole (FM) BEM and
Perfectly Matched Layer (PML), see e.g. [32]. These methods increase the applicability of the
numerical methods to more complex models with higher numbers of degrees of freedom.
Interior noise prediction using an full SEA model of a car is described in [33] showing, according
to the authors, reliable results for the frequency range starting from about 250 Hz, although
general SEA guidelines seem to be disregarded in the modelling process as a high number of
SEA subsystems is used for a comparatively small vehicle like a car: “800 panels, 100 beams
and 200 cavities”.
Also in the car industry, the use of hybrid FE/SEA is common, where the carbody in white is
usually modelled by FE, whereas the remaining parts are modelled via SEA subsystems, see
e.g. [34],[35],[36].

2.2.3 Time domain models / Virtual acoustic prototyping
In the railway industry the use of frequency domain overall prediction models is very common.
There are several reasons why frequency domain modelling (mainly in 1/3 octave bands) is
applied, such as availability of input data from standardized measurements (sound power and
transmission loss), limited calculation and modelling costs and focus on real predictive
modelling without full vehicle prototyping and related model adjustments. Often, predictions
cannot be done based on reference vehicle results as the products are changing strongly from
project to project due to unique customer requirements for each project.
Nonetheless, a short overview of potential modelling methods in the time domain and related
virtual acoustic prototyping shall be mentioned here briefly.
In the automotive industry prototypes are used intensively. As the focus for acoustic comfort in
the automotive industry is not only on total levels, but on sound quality, prediction models in the
frequency domain cannot close the gap directly to auralization and evaluation of sound quality.
In order to reduce development costs for real prototyping, the idea is to make use of virtual
prototyping and also to gather additional data from prototype tests for source characterization.
This approach is sketched in the paper by Pavic and Moorhouse in 2004 [26] and detailed in
[37] & [38]. These are publications from research performed in the EC funded project “Nabucco”
(G1RD-CT1999-00105). The developed Noise Synthesis Technology (NST) approach is based
on sub-structuring into active and passive parts and enables audible reproduction of noise of the
future product. This is of interest to enable enhanced sound quality evaluation in the “prediction”
process.
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For special excitation mechanisms like wind noise, full time domain solutions for flow, bending
vibrations and acoustics are also used, see e.g. [39].
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2.3 AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Due to strong disturbances and annoyances caused by high interior noise levels in aircrafts,
dedicated research on control and modelling of interior noise started in the aerospace industry
in the early 1980th. NASA reports show the focus on development of interior noise prediction
models for aerospace in the 1980th to 1990th with a focus on analytical /empirical models
based on building and room acoustics [40] and SEA-based models [39]. Already at that time
deterministic FEM calculations were done in the low frequency regime, where SEA models are
not appropriate due to the low modal density and potential tonal excitation [41].
In [37] a more recent review of interior noise prediction methods for aircrafts is given.
Depending on the frequency range of interest different models are used:


In the low frequency range a classical modal approach is used for both structures and
internal fluids.



In the mid frequency range the method is still based on deterministic FEM calculations,
but with a direct approach for the coupling between internal fluids and structures.



The high frequency range is covered by a reformulated SEA method in order to take
into account the coupling of external and internal heavy fluids with a structure.

The methods are used and validated to predict internal noise in helicopters (Eurocopter) and for
aircraft cabins and cockpits (Airbus).
Hybrid FE/SEA methods (VA ONE) are used also by commercial aircraft manufacturers
nowadays, see e.g. [38].
Moreover, pure FEM models are used to predict engine interior noise for commercial aircrafts
[42],[43],[44].

3. CURRENT MODELLING METHODS
The aim of this section is to review current modelling methods used by the rolling stock
manufacturers involved in FINE1.
Noise propagates from the source to the vehicle interior via complex combinations of both
airborne and structure-borne paths [46]. If the problem arises from airborne noise transmission,
the excitation mechanism is due to the pressure fluctuations on the bodyshell caused by the
external acoustic sources. The noise is then transmitted through the subassemblies (e.g. the
floor, the sidewalls, the doors, the windows,…) to the passenger compartment. On the other
hand, if the noise problem is caused by structure-borne transmission, the noise reaching to the
vehicle interior is due to the transmission of vibration mainly form the wheel-rail contact and
from traction and auxiliary equipment through their connection or suspension elements to the
carbody, which then vibrates and radiates noise. In this latter case, it would be the mechanically
excited subassemblies which would be responsible for the unwanted noise.
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As a result, depending on the transmission path, rolling stock manufacturers apply different
approaches. The first action of task T7.1 was then to analyze the modular framework used by
each partner in order to perform interior noise predictions due to either airborne or structureborne transmission paths. For each transmission path the intermediate steps that need to be
solved were identified and the different methods (e.g. experimental, numerical and analytical
approaches) used to solve them were analyzed. All the information was gathered into two excelsheets presented in tables Table 2 (airborne noise) and Table 3 (structure-borne noise).
The following subsections describe the approaches shown in these two tables in a more
detailed way.
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Modular framework

Description

Source

Transfer path

Transmission Loss

Interior absorption

Transmission loss spectra are
introduced in the model in 1/3 octave
bands. The TL spectra are obtained
either experimentally or numerically.

Two different approaches are
commonly used:
OP1: Introduction of mean absorption
coefficient spectrum in 1/3 octave
bands.
OP2: A different absorption coefficient
is assigned to each surface.

Modular framework integrating
different numerical, analytical and
empirical methods & experimental
results

Exterior sources:
Sound power level spectrum in 1/3
octave bands to calculate wall
pressures (see Transfer path)

Experimental database of transfer
functions in 1/3 octave bands (Lp/Lw)
+ extrapolations in function of the
distance and position.

Low freq. range:
OP1: Numerical narrow-banded
methods (FEM/BEM, Virtual Lab,
Altair Hyperworks), + inputs
(experimental, numerical, empirical)

Standstill:
>> Equipments (Type tests,
calculations or extrapolations)

Free field:
>> Experimentally --> Loudspeaker
static excitation test (rolling noise,
sources in the bogie, underframe &
point sources on the roof)
>> Numerically --> BEM
(computationally too expensive) or
analytical approach

Running:
>> Rolling noise (TWINS, in-house
tool + database adapt.)
>> Motor & gear box (type test,
Mid/High freq. range:
OP1: Beam-tracing model for interior calculations or extrapolations)
>> Transformer (type tests)
noise distribution + inputs
(experimental, numerical, empirical) >> Aeroacoustic sources (tests +
CAA calculations)
for wall pressures and TL
OP2: Hybrid FEM/SEA models +
Interior sources:
inputs (experimental, numerical,
empirical) for wall pressures and TL Sound power level spectrum in 1/3
octave bands. Directly modelled
within the beam-tracing tool. Injected
directly into the model
Standstill & running:
HVAC (measurements + duct
attenuation calculation)

Tunnel:
>> Experimentally --> Loudspeaker
static excitation test (rolling noise,
sources in the bogie, underframe &
point sources on the roof)
>> Numerically --> Tunnel effect
calculated to add diffuse field
contribution to free field
>> Complete SEA or beam-tracing
calculations to calculate wall
pressures

Interior sound distribution

Strengths, weaknesses &
error estimation

Two different approaches are
commonly used:

Strengths:
>> Predictions are relatively reliable
for mid-high frequency (but can be
OP1: Beam-tracing (ICARE)
improved)
>> Update of calculations is very fast
calculates levels in specific sets of
Experimentally:
and it is easy to iterate and evaluate
points, no spatial averaging is done
>> Lab measurements
change impact
(pressure/intensity based)
>> In general, good balance between
OP2: Energy distribution of
>> In-situ measurements (intensity
The mean absorption coefficient
transmitted sound power according to accuracy and modelling effort /
based)
available input data
(OP1) of the vehicle interior can be
an SEA-based model
>> All sources and relevant
obtained as follows:
Numerical calcularions:
transmission paths can be combined
>> Reverberation time testing
>> Absorption, cross-section area
>> Commercial tools coming from
>> Decay Rate testing
constrictions and partition walls can in one model
building acoustics
>> Database of previous projects
be handled in both approaches
>> FE/SEA Hybrid models
Weaknesses:
>> Virtual lab FEM/BEM and FE/SEA OP2 requires having a database
>> LF simulations is the weak point
hybrid models
either due to sources inputs at
gathering the absorption coefficient of
>> Transfer matrix method
LF(track contribution, TL,
all the lining/triming materials:
measurements at LF,…) or model
materials used in
Leaks effects:
limitations (e.g. no modal effects of
>> Database of lab. measurements
>> Can be considered in some
room, no detailed spatial distribution
of materials
models
of sound). Computationally very
expensive
>> Only dB can be calculated, no
psychoacoustic parameters
>> Wall pressures (free field) are
measured, not integrated in the tool
>> Track sound power is treated as a
punctual source.
Error estimation:
>> Estimation of uncertainty in
predictions is based on experience
but is highly dependent on the quality
of input data

Possible improvements

Improvements:
General
>> To get more reliable input data -->
Standardize source and transmission
element input data (e.g. common
Excel sheets, to be used also by
suppliers)
>> Improve workflow for low
frequency calculations at a lower
cost/effort
>> Improve workflow between
modules to make the methodology
faster and easier to apply.
Sources
>> Improve source estimation at low
frequencies (especially track, which
is considered as a point)
>> Treatment of interior noise
sources should be improved
(accuracy, directivity and LF
estimation).
Wall pressure
>> Validation / improvement of
transfer functions (source to
transmitting element)
>> Improve numerical calculation of
wall pressures.
Transmission Loss
>> Low frequency TL should be
improved
>> Check of assumptions for sound
transmission from exterior pressure
to interior

Table 2. Analysis of the modules of the airborne noise transmission modular frameworks used by rolling stock manufacturers.
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Modular framework

General procedure
1. Based on interior noise requirements and
criticality, SBN requirements are set for most
important SB sources (often as blocked forces
or mobility). The specifications are sent to the
supplier. Each supplier performs simulation/test
in order to check performance vs allocation.

Source

Specification to supplier:
>> Velocity levels at attachment points of
equipment when installed on the train.
>> Velocity levels tests on train and on testbench.
>> Blocked forces (total level) / vibration
velocities

Output required for the model:
>> Expected velocity level at connections.
>> Operational forces at carbody interfaces
(rolling noise, pantograph) and at bogie frame
interfaces (traction motor, gearbox)
3. If needed, TPAs (measured or calculated) are
>> Blocked forces at carbody connection point
performed for major source on first
(transformator, HVAC, compressor, box
manufactured train in static. Development /
sources, line circuit braker)
investigation of specific design measures (e.g.
receiver connection points, transmission
Standstill:
process, radiation) if needed.
>> Transformator, HVAC, Compressor,
Converter, Box sources (type test)
4. Definition or support of vibration isolation
>> Line circuit breaker (type/vehicle test)
design if necessary
2. In parallel, mobility and Acoustic Sensitivity
targets are set to the carbody calculation (CC)
team.

Description

Running:
5. If needed, for rolling noise, TPA is performed
>> HVAC, Converters (measurements)
on first manufactured train at maximum speed in
>> Rolling noise (TPA running test &
trailer car.
calculations)
>> Traction motor & gearbox (type test &
6. System type tests used for verification of SB
calculations)
requirements
>> Pantograph (wind tunned & running test)
>> Line circuit breaker (type/vehicle test)

Transfer path

Propagation / radiation

Interior sound distribution

Output target:
Basically p/F, measured or calculated (VAONE) >> Depending on the tool the output target may
When applying TPA-based methods, functions be; a) Mean cavity SPL or b) SPL at specific
Transfer path approach:
similar to p/F defined by the methodology.
positions
>> Coupling method based on full mobility matrix
>> The SBN contribution of each investigated
on the train coupled to velocity levels measured
Design parameters taken into account:
source may be also of interest
on the train or on test bench + mobility on the
>> Full carbody and interior design (e.g. floating >> More complicated to deal with SBN,
test bench
floor design, radiation properties)
methodology mostly based on experimental
>> Mobility matrix of test bench (for test bench
>> Carbody stiffness / mobility at connection
results => more difficult to evaluate sound
measurements) at connections
points
distribution (need more measurment points,
>> Mobility matrix of train at connections by
>> Carbody damping
often not possible)
measurement or FE calculation
>> Toolbox to calculate SB input power using
Measurements:
Numerically:
source and receiver data
>> In-situ measurements (full carbody and
>> Standard --> Same as for airborne sound
>> Integration of vibration isolation design (if
interiors)
(SEA based or ray-tracing)
applicable)
>> Measured p/F (disconnected equipment)
>> Special cases --> FEM / BEM or hybrid
>> DTF for TPA-based methods (connected
Vibration isolation:
equipment)
Experimentaly:
>> Supplier responsibility to achieve required
>> Direct use of vibroacoustic transfer functions
force levels (if in scope of supplier) or target
Numerical calculations:
(p/F)
vibrations for equipment+elastic mounts
>> Numerical calculations (e.g. FEM/BEM
>> Evaluation of insertion loss based on
(Virtual Lab) or hybrid models (VA One)) in
Interior absorption characterization:
calculations and/or measurements
critical situations
>> Automatically by p/F measurements
>> Mean cavity absorption (see airborne
method)

Strengths, weaknesses &
improvements

Error estimation:
>> Very difficult and very much dependent on
input data. Probably anywhere from 2 to 10 dB
(high uncertainty on the uncertainty).
>> Depends strongly on quality of input data.
Open points:
>> Multi-point and multiple directions – accuracy
vs. practicality
>> Traction / Driveline SBN (Bogie integration
etc. )
>> Statistical or deterministic methods
>> Validation
Improvements:
>> Systematic check of independent source
characterization process and interaction
with receiver
>> Treatment of specific sources (bogie,
driveline, pantograph)
>> Simplification and standardization,
enhancement of knowledge base

Table 3. Analysis of the modules of the structure-borne noise transmission modular frameworks used by rolling stock manufacturers.
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3.1 AIRBORNE NOISE
Methodologies used by rolling stock manufacturers for predicting interior noise levels due to
airborne transmission are based on a classical source – transmission – receiver model. Each
rolling stock manufacturer has developed its own framework composed of different modules
which aim is to handle/solve each of the following steps:
I.

source emission

II.

transfer path and transmission

III.

interior absorption

IV.

interior distribution

The first step is to create the vehicle geometry, for which rolling stock manufacturers use
different platforms; these are either commercial (e.g. VAOne [47]) or in-house developed tools
(e.g. BRAINS [10],[48], OSCAR [22]). Regardless of the software, the theoretical basis on which
the tools rely in order to solve each of the steps of the modular framework share common
characteristics. The following subsections tackle each of these steps in detail.

3.1.1 Contributing sources and modelling
The model loading is done by defining the characteristics of the individual noise sources, which
are generally defined as point sources. In addition, some tools allow considering sources
directivity in a simplified way by defining a ratio between monopole and dipole contribution in the
main coordinate directions [10].
Railway interior noise level results from the contribution of various noise sources (HVAC,
traction equipment, auxiliary electrical equipment, rolling noise, ...) distributed along the vehicle
with different physical source mechanism (mechanical, electrical, aero-acoustical,...). Table 4
presents the most important acoustic sources contributing to the airborne transmission path.

HVAC

Standstill

Running

Input for the model

Origin of the data

YES

YES

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)

Measurements on equipment +
calculations
to
estimate
duct
attenuation

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)
Rolling noise

NO

YES

* separated for wheel and
track

Traction motor
& gearbox

NO

YES

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)
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Standstill

Running

Input for the model

Origin of the data

Transformer

YES

YES

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)

Type test results

Compressor

YES

(YES )

*

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)

Type test results

Converters

YES

NO

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)

Type test results

Pantograph

NO

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)

Vehicle test, wind tunnel or CAA
calculations

SWL (1/3-oct. band.)

Vehicle test, wind tunnel or CAA
calculations

YES
*highspeed

Aeroacoustics
bogie

NO

YES
*highspeed

Table 4. Important acoustic sources for airborne interior noise predictions.
As shown in Table 4, the input data used to define individual noise sources is, in all the cases,
the one-third octave band sound power level spectrum. Narrow-band spectra may also be
needed in case the low frequency range needs to be studied.
Several aspects have an effect on the level and the spectral characteristics of the emitted sound
power level. Among them, operating conditions could be the one of the greatest influence. As a
consequence, the predominance of some sources against others may be established based on
the vehicle speed.

*



Auxiliary electrical equipment (e.g. electrical transformer, air compressor, traction
converters,…) are noisy sources at low speeds and therefore linked to standstill noise.
The sound power level of individual equipment is generally derived from system type
test measurements.



For running condition, rolling noise and to a lesser extent traction noise dominate at a
wide range of speeds ranging from 50 to 250 km/h. Unlike general equipment, rolling
noise radiated sound power cannot be characterized experimentally in system type
tests and numerical simulations are required. To this end, commercial software (e.g.
TWINS [49]) as well as rolling stock manufacturers’ in-house developed tools [50] are
applied.



For high-speed trains, running above about 250 km/h, rolling noise is masked by
aerodynamic noise sources, being the pantograph and the bogies region, especially

Not necessarily considered in all the simulations.
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the leading one, of special importance. Apart from these, parts protruding from the
vehicle roof (e.g. antennas) or sides (e.g. bellows, door handles) may also generate
significant aerodynamic noise. While it is possible to evaluate these sources
numerically by means of computational aeroacoustics (CAA) simulation tools, the
experimental characterisation of the sources remains necessary for a successful
design. One possible approach is to perform high speed pass-by field tests. However,
this is not practicable if the objective is to evaluate different designs. To overcome this
drawback, another solution carried out by rolling stock manufacturers is to do
measurements in a wind tunnel. However, full-scale vehicle tests would require huge
and very costly facilities, therefore only aeroacoustic tests of scale models or subassemblies are practicable.
The HVAC is a special source as, unlike the rest of listed sources, it is located inside the
vehicle. Thus, this source is considered in the model not only to study noise at standstill but also
in running condition. The input sound power level is obtained from type test measurements.
Nevertheless, additional calculations are carried out by rolling stock manufacturers in order to
estimate the duct attenuation.

3.1.2 Transmission path
As introduced in the previous section, air-borne noise sources may be located outside or inside
the vehicle.
Interior noise sources (e.g. HVAC air supplies) are directly introduced in the model as sound
power point sources. HVAC noise is generated not only by the equipment itself, but also by air
turbulence at sharp-edged objects, sharp bends and by interaction of the air flow with the duct
itself. This is usually controlled by using sound absorbent linings. To account for ducting effects,
some rolling stock manufacturers perform numerical calculation and others characterize it
experimentally. In some approaches, the attenuation of the ducting itself is also considered by
means of the Insertion Loss (IL).
The consideration of exterior airborne sources is more complex as it requires solving two
intermediate steps; first, the exterior carbody surface pressures are derived, afterwards, the
transmitted power into the vehicle interior is calculated considering the transmission loss (TL)
spectra of the subassembly elements that make up the carbody structure. Figure 1 shows a
schema of the transmission path from exterior noise sources.
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Figure 1. Transmission path from exterior noise source: noise radiation – airborne
induced exterior carbody surface pressures – interior transmission through vehicle
subassemblies.
The exterior wall pressure field depends on the exterior sound field, which is characterized by
transfer functions (1/3 octaves) relating exterior carbody surface pressure to source sound
power (p/W). Multiplying these transfer functions by the corresponding source sound power the
exterior carbody surface pressure impacting on the subassemblies are obtained.
Experimentally, the transfer functions are deduced from loudspeaker static excitation test. In
general, rolling stock manufacturers rely on a database of transfer functions which may be
extrapolated in function of the distance and position for new projects. However, the cost of
building such a database is very high mainly due to train availabilities for tests and complicated
test setups. In addition, the architectural particularities of single projects cannot be taken into
account, resulting in a reduced reliability of the results.
To overcome these limitations, different numerical approaches have been applied. The
computation techniques used depends on the operation condition (free field or tunnel).


Airborne noise from exterior noise sources for a vehicle running in free field impinges
on the vehicle floor (or roof for roof-mounted equipment) and, to a certain extent,
diffracts around its sides. As such, the numerical technique applied needs to account
not only for reflection but more important for diffraction effects. This, in turn, greatly
affects the calculation time as diffraction is computationally very expensive. Some
rolling stock manufactures use analytical expressions calibrated to full scale
measurements. In addition, numerical calculations based on the Boundary Element
Method and Beamtracing Method have been investigated. The computational cost of
BEM based methods is very high, in addition, in all the cases, the accuracy is
susceptible of further improvement.
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In tunnels, noise will impinge on the sides and roof of a vehicle to a much greater
extent than in free-field due to multiple reflections from the tunnel walls. Reflection
becomes more important than diffraction and, consequently, the vehicles sides and
roof may also be subjected to significant sound fields. Different approaches may be
applied; one option is to use the transfer functions derived for free field and add the
tunnel effects from ray-tracing calculations calibrated to full scale tests or diffuse field
models in rooms. When considered necessary, the transfer functions of a specific
tunnel geometry are calculated numerically by assuming diffuse field. In that case raytracing, beam-tracing or SEA techniques can be applied.

3.1.3 Transmission loss, TL
For airborne transmission the sound Transmission Loss (TL) (also refer to as Sound Reduction
Index, R) of the vehicle subassemblies is one of the essential factors that directly affects interior
noise. It is defined as the logarithmic ratio of the incident (Wi) and transmitted (Wt) sound
powers.

W 
TL  10 log  i 
 Wt 

 dB 

(1)

The TL depends on a very large number of the subassembly parameters (e.g. thickness, density
of constituent materials,…). In addition, variable settings that may change from one application
to another, such as length and width, are also of great importance, especially in the lowfrequency range. Under these conditions, the number of subassemblies to be tested is large
and a uniquely experimental approach, by the time and cost it represents, cannot suffice.
Numerical prediction then appears as an essential complementary approach. Both approaches
experimental measurements and numerical calculations, far from being exclusive are
complementary and necessary.

Experimental approaches
The guidelines for obtaining Transmission Loss experimentally are collected in standard series
ISO 10140 [51]-[55] which were mainly developed for building acoustics. The standard
distinguishes the TL measured in the laboratory and the apparent TL measured in-situ. The
following subsections describe briefly the experimental available procedures. Note that because
of the flanking transmission and the mounting of the subassembly, there can be a significant
discrepancy between laboratory and the in-situ measurements. The discrepancies between
them will be analyzed in task 8.3 of FINE1.

Laboratory measurements – Pressure-based approach
The standard laboratory method for measuring the TL uses two adjacent reverberant rooms with
an aperture between them in which the test specimen is mounted. Excitation is generated by a
broadband noise in the reverberant source room where the sound field is assumed to be diffuse.
Thus, the average sound power can be determined by the average sound pressure ps [Pa]
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measured in the source room on a steady state situation, Wi = ps2S/(4ρc), being S the test
specimen area.
Assuming that the sound field in the receiving room is also diffuse and that the power entering
the receiving room is absorbed by the equivalent absorption area Ar in it, the TL can then be
expressed in terms of the difference between the averaged sound pressure levels in the two
rooms.

 S 
TL  Lps  Lpr  10 log  
 Ar 

 dB 

(2)

Where Lps and Lpr are the average sound pressure levels in the source and receiving rooms
respectively. The room equivalent absorption area is derived from the reverberation time, Tr,
and the volume of the receiving room by applying Sabine’s theory.

Ar 

0.16·Vr
Tr

(3)

This measurement technique does not make it possible to separate the direct transmission
through the test specimen from the transmission through unwanted paths such as leaks or
structural transmission through the rooms’ walls known as flanking transmission. Normally, this
is not a problem in laboratory tests, where special care is taken in order to avoid significant
flanking transmission.

Laboratory measurements – Intensity-based approach
The sound intensity-based approach (see reference [7]) offers an alternative for measuring
airborne sound insulation. The main difference with respect to the pressure method is that the
receiving reverberant room is substituted by a (semi-)anechoic room. As such, measurements in
the source room are performed in the same way as in the standard pressure-based method by
measuring the average sound pressure level. However, the power transmitted through a surface
into the receiving room is obtained by a direct measurement of the average sound intensity over
the surface multiplied by the surface area. The sound intensity technique gives the following
equation for the Transmission Loss:

 Sm 
TL  Lps  LI r  6 10log 

 S 

(4)

where Lps is the sound pressure level in the source room (in dB re 20 μPa), and LIr is the sound
intensity level (in dB re 1 pW/m²) normal to and averaged over the measuring surface Sm.
Advantages of the intensity method are significant compared to the pressure method. The main
one could be that no reverberant receiving room is needed. As a consequence, the
measurement of the reverberation time is not necessary and the accuracy of the result does not
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rely on a diffuse field assumption in the receiving room. In addition, unlike the pressure-based
method, the intensity-based measurement method is independent of the flanking transmission
from any path not enclosed in the measurement surface. As such, the method presents a
smaller uncertainty. In this line, another advantage is that the intensity radiated by different parts
of the subassembly can be determined separately.

In-situ measurements – Intensity-based approach
The TL of a subassembly can also be measured in-situ using the intensity-based approach. In
that case, the noise source is placed inside the vehicle in order to create a diffuse field inside
the coach and the noise transmission through a subassembly is measured by scanning the
outer skin of the coach with an intensity probe as detailed in the ISO 9614-2 [8].
In-situ measurements present two main advantages; on the one hand, field tests allow the
measurement of various train subassemblies in a faster way, as laboratory tests require the
correct mounting of each test specimen to be measured, which is very time consuming. On the
other hand, field measurements take into account the mounting of the subassembly. This is
especially important in the low frequency range, where the discrepancy between laboratory and
in-situ results may become significant. In addition, in-situ measurements allow detecting sound
leaks, mounting and insulation problems as they reveal themselves as spots with high levels of
intensity. The main drawback with respect to laboratory measurements, however, is that, in
general, the tests are performed in a less controlled environment due to background noise.

Numerical prediction
Numerical prediction methods are very useful in the design phase, when different configurations
need to be investigated.

Hybrid FEM/SEA models
A common approach is to use hybrid prediction models in order to model the laboratory test
procedure. The subassembly is modelled with FEM, while the rooms are modelled as SEA
subsystems. The frequency range in which each hybrid model is valid is therefore the range
where the rooms present high-frequency behaviour, while the subassembly still displays lowfrequency behaviour.

Commercial tools coming from building acoustics
There are different commercial software tools for predicting the TL of different subsystems (e.g.
INSUL, AcouS – Stiff,…). These tools, however, are focused in building acoustics and, as a
consequence, are only useful to predict the TL of subassemblies with simple configurations.


Single, double (detached or rigid) and triple walls



laminated or multilayer wall,



orthotropic wall,
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wall composed of a porous material,



wall lined with a porous material,

Leaks
Leaks are a source of direct airborne noise transmission. As such, it is important to take them
into account in the interior noise predictions either by considering them directly in the models or
post-processing the results.

3.1.4 Interior absorption
Once sound energy has entered the coach, the shape, dimensions and absorbent
characteristics of the space will affect the resultant noise interior field. In general, noise
prediction tools allow defining the interior absorption in two ways:


The direct method consists in assigning to each surface of the interior trim/lining the
corresponding absorption coefficient spectrum of the material. To this end, rolling stock
manufacturers own materials database gathering laboratory measurements of different
common materials. This option has the advantage of evaluating modifications in a fast
way, as the user is able to evaluate material changes by modifying the absorption
coefficient of the specific surface to be modified.



The second approach consists in working with a mean absorption coefficient spectrum
representative of all interior surfaces. The advantage of this method is that the mean
absorption value can be directly obtained from in-situ measurements; either from
reverberation time or decay rate testing. The reverberation time is formally defined as
the time for the acoustic energy density to decrease by 60 dB in a closed enclosure,
once the noise emission of an omnidirectional loudspeaker place inside the coach has
ceased. The test procedure is outlined in the international standard ISO 3382‐2 [56].
The second method measures the noise decay rate from an acoustic source along the
coach longitudinal direction. A loudspeaker is located either at the middle or end of the
coach and noise levels along the longitudinal direction are recorded. In any of both
cases, the interior mean absorption coefficient is deduced by applying Sabine’s theory.

3.1.5 Interior sound distribution
The last step consists in solving the interior sound field. To this end, Statistical Energy Analysis
(SEA) and Ray-Tracing methods are commonly used by rolling stock manufacturers.
For both methods, as previously introduced, the external noise is described by a sparse exterior
carbody surface pressure field applied to the coach panels. For each panel of surface S, the
incident power is computed assuming a diffuse field; Wi = p2S/(4ρc). From this, the transmitted
power is calculated using the transmission loss of the underlying panel; Wtr = τWi (TL = -10
logτ).
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The SEA-based models divide the coach interior into a row of SEA cavities connected in series
to solve the energy distribution of transmitted sound power. For the SEA model to be valid, the
number of modes of each acoustic cavity should be large enough in a frequency band of
interest at the same time as the modal density in relation to the damping not being too low, i.e. a
sufficiently large modal overlap factor. SEA models provide not only final results, such as
pressure or vibration velocity levels, but also energy flow information which allows identifying
important transmission paths.
Geometrical methods such as ray-tracing or beam-tracing are also well suited for the internal
radiation simulation as they are fast and provide accurate results for mid and high-frequencies.
In this kind of models, the transmitted power is dispatched on an equivalent uncorrelated point
sources mesh on the interior surface of each panel.

Figure 2. Schema for ray-tracing method for solving the interior sound field.
From this point, acoustic calculations are performed in two stages: the first stage is a geometric
calculation between sources and receivers, and the second one is an acoustic calculation to
compute transfer functions between them.
Both approaches are attractive when facing design decisions since results display the influence
of main design parameters in a fast way. SEA describes the reverberant response but is unable
to solve the direct field from interior sources. Geometrical methods such as ray tracing
overcome this drawback. In addition, no spatial averaging is done, and noise levels at specific
points can be calculated. In contrast, they have the disadvantage of being able to consider only
few reflections not to increase the computational cost excessively.

3.1.6 Strengths and weaknesses
This section summarizes the strengths, weaknesses and open points to improve the airborne
interior noise prediction process.
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Strengths
The methods employed:


Allow combining all sources and relevant transmission paths in a single model.



Allow evaluating modifications impact in a fast way.



Offer a good balance between accuracy and modelling effort.



Offer a relatively reliable predictions for mid-high frequency (but can be improved)

Weaknesses


Exterior carbody surface pressure field in free-field are calculated from pressure to
source sound power transfer functions experimentally deduced from loudspeaker static
excitation test. These types of tests are very cost demanding due to train availability for
test and the complicated test setup. In addition, the architectural particularities of single
projects cannot be taken into account, resulting in a reduced reliability on the results.
Thus, numerical calculation of these transfer functions should be further investigated.



Treatment of interior noise sources could be improved in order to consider ducting
attenuation more accurately.



Directivity of sources is currently not foreseen in most prediction models or just in a
simplified way (e.g. monopole or dipole).



Low frequency problems are a weak point as they are not modelled with the needed
accuracy. It requires deterministic (e.g. FEM / BEM) modelling in order to account for
modal or narrow-band effects, which is computationally very expensive if complete
vehicle models shall be addressed. In addition, the precision of the inputs in the lowfrequency range should be improved. The track contribution in the low frequency range
is thought to be overestimated and the procedure to measure TL in this range should
be checked.

Possible improvements


It should be investigated how to introduce source directivity in order to improve results
accuracy.



Numerical derivation of pressure to source sound power transfer functions (p/W) in
order to calculate exterior carbody surface pressure field in free-field should be further
studied.



The transmission from exterior pressure to interior is derived based on a diffuse field
assumption. The validity and limitations should be checked. It should be analysed how
to reduce uncertainty when measuring the TL in the low frequency range (dependence
on boundary conditions, TL test uncertainties).
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A check of the accuracy of sound power level results for rolling noise numerical
predictions in the low-frequency range is recommended as the track contribution is
thought to be overestimated in this range.

3.2 STRUCTURE-BORNE NOISE
The first important efforts in order to characterise the structure-borne potential contribution of an
external source inducing vibrations to a receiving structure is done in the early 1980th [57],[58].
Another important step in the characterisation of the structure-borne noise sources is the
creation of the “Equivalent Mobility” concept for sources with multiple contact points
[59],[60],[61]. But the approach to characterise the sources which is much more in line with the
approach of the rolling stock manufacturers is the so-called “In-situ Method”, presented by
Moorehouse [62].
Predicting interior noise levels due to structure-borne generation and transmission consists in
identifying the three following systems (see also Figure 3):


The source of vibration that excites a carbody applying a force (F) at the attachments
points between the equipment and the carbody when it is in operation;



The coupling between the equipment and the carbody structure that depends on the
dynamic structural behaviour of the carbody and equipment at the locations where the
equipment is attached to the carbody. This could be characterized by mobility (velocity
/ force) or equivalently by the dynamic stiffness (force/displacement) of carbody and
equipment.



The transmission path of the vibration produced by the efforts applied to the carbody
and radiated to the interior of the vehicle as a sound pressure level. This is
characterized by its acoustic sensitivity (sound pressure / force).
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The vehicle, from the attachment
point to the reception point is
characterized by its sensitivity
(p/F)

Coupling:
Characterized
by
carbody and equipment mobility
(v/F)

Source

The equipment that generates an
effort (F) in carbody attachment
point
Figure 3. Structure-Borne noise generation and transmission
Methodologies used by the different rolling stock manufacturers are based on experimental,
numerical and analytical approaches combined in their own framework. The theoretical basis
and the shared common characteristics will be addressed in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Contributing sources and modelling
Railway interior structure-borne noise results from the contribution of various noise sources
(traction, gearbox, bogie, wheel-rail interaction roughness, etc.) distributed along the vehicle.
Table 5 presents the most important acoustic sources.
Standstill

Running

Input for the model

Origin of the data

HVAC

(YES )

(YES*)

Velocity levels or
blocked forces at the
attachment points

Measurements on equipment
(system type test)

Compressors

(YES*)

NO

Velocity levels or
blocked forces at the
attachment points

Measurements on equipment
(system type test)

Converters

(YES*)

YES

Velocity levels or
blocked forces at the
attachment points

Measurements on equipment
(system type test)

*

*

Not necessarily considered in all the simulations.
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Standstill

Running

Input for the model

Origin of the data

(YES*)

(YES*)

Velocity levels or
blocked forces at the
attachment points

Measurements on equipment
(system type test)

Rolling noise

NO

YES

Velocity levels or
operational forces at
carbody interfaces

Transfer path analysis (TPA) measurements
and calculations

Traction motor
and gearbox

NO

(YES*)

Velocity levels or
operational forces at
bogie frame interfaces

Pantograph

NO

(YES*)

Operational forces at
carbody interfaces

Line circuit
breaker

TPA measurements and calculations
System type test

Wind tunnel and running tests

Table 5. Important acoustic sources for structure-borne interior noise predictions.
As shown in Table 5, the input data used to define individual structure-borne noise sources in
the prediction models is, depending on the rolling stock manufacturer, operational velocity levels
or blocked forces at the attachment points.
Blocked forces are the forces that the source in operation would generate at the interface on an
infinitely rigid test bench. The characterization of the source in terms of blocked force has the
advantage of getting rid of the influence of the test bench. But, as an infinitely rigid test bench
doesn’t exist, direct measurement of blocked forces can lead to wrong source characterization if
the test bench is not sufficiently stiff compared to the source.
When characterizing the source in terms of operational velocity levels, the test bench used for
the measurements has to be taken into account. Indeed, the source will not generate the same
level of vibration in a rigid test bench, in a more flexible test bench or in the train for instance.
The coupling method based on full mobility matrix on the train coupled to velocity levels
measured on test bench and mobility on the test bench are used by some rolling stock
manufacturers to obtain calculated blocked forces.

3.2.2 Transmission path
As schematically described in Figure 3, the transmission path of the vibrations caused by a
source in operation at its attachment points implies two mechanical systems on train side: the
attachment points and the vehicle itself.

Characterization of the dynamic behavior of attachment points
The attachment points of an equipment and of the carbody are characterized by their mobility
(velocity / force) or any equivalent parameter (accelerance, receptance or dynamic stiffness).
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The mobilities can be characterized experimentally on an existing train by FRF (Frequency
Response Functions) measurements using impact hammer or shaker excitation methods. It can
also be numerically calculated in the design phase by means of the Finite Element Method.
The knowledge of the attachment point mobilities allows to calculate the operational forces due
to the source from blocked forces in the following way. The blocked forces, F B , are first
obtained from the coupled mobility of the equipment mounted on the test bench, Y ETB , and the
operational vibration level of the equipment on the test bench, v ETB :
1

F B  Y ETB  v ETB

(5)

The “train + equipment” force ratio, FRFET , is then determined from the mobilities of the
equipment, 𝑌 𝐸 and the mobilities of the train, 𝑌 𝑇 :
1

FRFET  Y E  Y T  Y E

(6)

Finally, the operational forces applied on the train by the equipment, 𝐹 𝑇 , are obtained from the
following calculation:

FT  FRFETB  F B



(7)

Vehicle
The vehicle, from the attachment point to the reception point, is characterized by the rolling
stock manufacturers by means of its acoustic sensitivity p/F. A p/F function corresponds to the
characterization of the transfer path between one attachment point and one reception point.
The sensitivities p/F can be measured on an existing train by means of impact hammer or
shaker excitation techniques.
The sensitivities p/F can also be numerically calculated. It is calculated by means of a full FE
model for low frequencies. For higher frequencies (where an FE model would need an very
detailed FE structure and would consume to much calculation resources), hybrid vibro-acoustic
models combining FE and SEA (Statistical Energy Analysis) are normally used.
The following design parameters have an influence on the p/F sensitivities:


Carbody stiffness (mobility)



Carbody damping;



Interior lining radiation properties;



Interior vibration isolation (floating floor, elastic mount for interior panels, etc.);
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Interior acoustic absorption.

The knowledge of the p/F sensitivities matrix for one source (characterizing the transfer path
from all the connection points to one reception position) allows calculating the structure-borne
sound pressure level of this source at the reception point by multiplying the matrix by the source
operational forces, 𝐹 𝑇 , calculated earlier.

3.2.3 Vibration isolation
Concerning equipment (HVAC, converter, etc.), the vibration isolation is left in most cases on
the supplier scope. The vibration levels or blocked forces set as target by the rolling stock
manufacturer include the presence of elastic mount if needed. In other terms, it is the
responsibility of the supplier to achieve the required vibration or force levels and to design
adequate vibration isolation if needed.
In case the supplier is not responsible of the vibration isolation design, the performance of the
vibration isolation system is specified e.g. by frequency dependent insertion loss.
Concerning the interiors (floating floor, panels, etc.) the eventual vibration isolation effects are
included in the p/F sensitivity functions. Insertion loss analysis can be performed to integrate or
evaluate different mounting designs.

3.2.4 Interior sound distribution
Starting from the knowledge of the full p/F sensitivities matrix and the different sources
operational forces, the manufacturers are evaluating SBN interior sound distribution by
multiplying the reception points in the measurement and calculation process.

3.2.5 Strengths and weaknesses
Strengths


A practical procedure to handle SBN interior noise predictions is established for some
manufacturers.

Weaknesses


Error estimation is difficult. It depends strongly on the quality of the input data.



Characterization of the sensitivity matrix is a multi-point and multiple directions
problem. The trade-off between accuracy and practicality is difficult to find.



Acoustic sensitivity is based in most cases on testing on reference vehicles. Hence, the
investigation of new or modified design aspects is difficult to be assessed.

Possible improvements


Validation of the SB-noise predictions still remains an open point.
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Check potential simplifications and corresponding loss of accuracy



Standardize specification and verification processes for suppliers



Establish a procedure to identify and quantify the most important design parameters for
acoustic sensitivity (vibro-acoustic transfer functions)

4. CONCLUSIONS
The target of this deliverable is to review the state of the art of interior noise prediction methods
used in the railway vehicle industry. Based on a literature review and the collected state of the
art for airborne and structure-borne noise prediction, strength and weaknesses can be assessed
and areas for improvements are identified.
The focus of the developments in WP7 is interior noise prediction in an industrial context. This
means that the feasibility and applicability of the proposed methods need to be compatible with
the design cycle in the railway vehicle industry. Hence, overall vehicle performance has to be
broken down to subsystem level, verified on subsystem level and merged back to overall vehicle
prediction with final verification by type testing.
As a variety of source mechanisms and transmission paths contribute to interior noise in railway
vehicles it is essential to structure the interior noise prediction as a modular framework. This
allows to adopt and validate the overall vehicle level prediction on a modular level which can be
controlled with higher certainty. There is not a unique prediction method (or tool) which can be
used for all aspects of the interior noise prediction process on vehicle level. Hence, different
methods have to be merged which can be either based on empirical, numerical or statistical
approaches.
Most of the public literature deals with a limited number of aspects of the complete interior noise
prediction process, e.g. transmission through built-up structures used in train design or source
characterization for specific sources. In order to improve the industrial prediction processes it is
needed to follow the detailed research results published and identify methods or aspects which
can be used to improve the industrial prediction process.
The ACOUTRAIN project dealing with exterior noise highlighted the importance of directivity and
proposed a procedure how to include source directivity in exterior noise predictions. With
respect to WP7, it should be checked if the proposed source characterization methods for
exterior noise can be adopted / transferred directly also for interior noise modelling and what
gaps need to be closed to extend it to interior noise predictions.
The MID-MOD project investigated different numerical methods potentially to be used for interior
noise prediction in the railway industry. Based on the findings and investigations presented
some methods will be integrated in the overall framework for interior noise predictions in WP7.
Nowadays, some of the partners make use of the coupled (hybrid) FE-SEA approach
investigated for some aspects of the overall interior noise prediction process.
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When defining the modular framework for interior noise predictions, requirements on frequency
range, accuracy, types of sources to be implemented, input and output data needs to be
tackled. In cooperation with WP8 source and subassembly methods need to be defined and
validated which create input data to be used for accurate interior noise predictions in the
modular framework defined in WP7 (Task 7.2).
The state of the art prediction methods for interior noise are frequency domain models.
Calculations are done in most cases in 1/3 octave bands. This is a reasonable compromise
between availability / practicality and accuracy. The results can be used to cope with the overall
vehicle noise level requirements used in tender documents and contracts nowadays.
In the automotive industry the focus is shifted from pure low noise to sound design aspects. This
means that the car industry develops in a direction of interior noise predictions enabling
auralization instead of pure quantification. This trend is reflected in some publications dealing
with virtual acoustic prototyping and has to rely on time domain models in consequence to
enable auralization.
This aspect is dealt with in WP9 and in the accompanying Open Call project “DESTINATE”,
where time domain modelling is selected as a tool for interior noise modelling. This is outside of
the scope of WP7 as data handling, supplier interaction and modelling targets are nowadays not
compatible with current design and acoustic engineering processes used in the railway industry.
The airborne and structure-borne noise predictions currently used by the industrial partners are
based on a combination of experimental, numerical and analytical approaches. The airborne
transmission process is subdivided into the steps source characterization, transfer path and
transmission, interior absorption and interior sound distribution.
The current approaches allow combining all relevant sources and transmission paths in a single
overall vehicle model which forms a reasonable balance between accuracy and modelling incl.
calculation effort. The impact of design changes can be assessed in a quick way and the overall
accuracy of the results in the mid to high frequency range is acceptable, but needs to be
investigated further and improved in some aspects. The validity of some assumptions used for
simplification need to be checked and potentially refined (e.g. diffuse field transmission, transfer
functions from source positions to carbody surfaces).
For airborne sources, directivity assessment and integration in the prediction models will be
investigated in cooperation with WP8. For rolling noise, the results for track sound power
calculations will be checked and potentially improved. The pressure field around carbody
currently based on test results of reference vehicles mainly, will be assessed in Task 7.4 in
order to determine and assess methodologies to caculate the transfer functions from different
source to receiver positions on the carbody surface.
Methods to reduce the uncertainties of measured transmission loss, especially at low
frequencies, shall be investigated by checking the influence of boundary conditions on the
transmission loss result. The experimental work is foreseen to be carried out within WP8, but is
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accompanied by numerical calculations within Task 7.3 of WP7. The calculation methods for
interior sound field and the implementation of HVAC ducting for interior noise predictions will be
assessed and refined in Task 7.5.
For structure-borne noise predictions, there is currently no agreed procedure for source
characterization and interior noise predictions. Often, the measurement of either velocity levels
or (blocked) forces is currently required in the system type tests from the suppliers. The different
approaches shall be reviewed and validated in cooperation with WP8 so that finally
recommendations can be given how the accuracy and practicality of structure-borne noise
predictions can be improved.
By harmonizing the modular framework for interior noise predictions, the interactions
(specification, subsystem testing and data exchange) between vehicle manufacturers and sub
suppliers will be simplified. This is especially true for the assessment of structure-borne noise
and related methods for source characterization (WP8), where currently different approaches for
specification and prediction are established. This work will be carried out in Task 7.2 of WP7 in
close cooperation with WP8.
Within Task 7.3 a procedure shall be established to identify and quantify by predictions and
testing the most important design parameters for acoustic sensitivy (vibro-acoustic transfer
functions) for carbody designs including interior structures.
The results of these investigations on airborne and structure-borne noise can be used by the
partners to improve the accuracy and efficiency of their interior noise prediction schemes so that
the interior noise quality in trains can be further improved without costly prototyping or additional
acoustic design qualification tests.
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